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SUMMARY 

BOARD MEETING 

Monday 26 October 2020 
 

Declaration of Conflicts of Interest 

Duncan McAllister declared a conflict of interest for the Waterloo Bay Kennel Club Proposed Show Agenda 

Item. There were no other declarations of conflicts of interest. 

 
Financial Report – September 2020 

Discussion followed on: 

• Members’ belief show entry fees pay for the upkeep of Durack, with the need to highlight this is not 

correct. It was suggested an up-to-date financial summary be prepared for members. 

• Financial numbers used from last year’s Budget for comparison purposes. No correction had been 

made for the impact of Covid, with final adjustments made at end of year. 

• High postage costs, with the General Manager advising a quote on delivery fees by a third party 

(Sendle) was currently being pursued. It was possible a paperless system (pdf file of Certificate, with 

the member able to print if required) may be a future option. 

• Additional information in the various scenarios to show income expected and where currently at for 

review at the November Board meeting. 

• Whether there was any unexpected, significant fall in income anticipated from now to the end of 

2020. Noted JobKeeper payments may not be received for the upcoming three (3) months due to the 

revised parameters. However, this may change for the first quarter of 2021 depending on income 

received. 

The Financial Report for the period to 30 September 2020 was accepted. 

Budget Scenarios 

Detailed discussion followed on: 

• projected income amounts based on various scenarios and amount of entry fee, whether amounts 

charged should vary depending on Zones or nil fee (Zones 2/3), whether entry fees should be increased 

or varied (fixed $ amount vs percentage amount as currently used), what increase may be acceptable 

to Clubs and would any increase actually assist to cover costs (Clubs need to be profitable). 

• adverse impact of travel costs for Zones 2 and 3 (flights/accommodation/meals). Noted a number of 

clubs were struggling and incurring yearly losses, with some people personally incurring debt to keep 

clubs functioning. Directors agreed this was not an acceptable practice. 

• noted toxic culture within some Clubs (people not want to travel, personal conflicts etc), lack of 

member support and attendance at certain venues made it difficult to run at a profit. Views were 

expressed that a fixed amount may be detrimental with the percentage system a better mechanism to 

support Clubs. 

 
It was suggested a strategic planning meeting be arranged (via Zoom) between the Executive team and Zonal 

Club Representatives to discuss entry fees and event costs, give Clubs the opportunity to provide feedback on 
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their profit and losses and what fees may be acceptable, as well as cultural issues. A communication could then 

be provided to members on the consultation process with Clubs. Directors endorsed the suggestion to hold a 

strategic planning meeting with Clubs as soon as possible. 

 
Previous Minutes 

Minutes of Board Meeting – 28 September 2020 

The minutes of the previous Board Meeting held on 28 September 2020 were adopted. 

 
Summary of Minutes – 24 August 2020 

The Summary of Minutes for 24 August 2020 were accepted and are to be published to members on the Dogs 

Queensland website. 

 
Action Items 

The General Manager provided a verbal update on the following matters from the 28 September 2020 Board 

meeting: 

• Massey contract and services discussions were continuing, noting a choice of service providers (not 

be exclusive)  was preferrable.  It  was  suggested  Dogs  Queensland consider  holding information 

sessions for breeders and disseminate more information on services offered (eg DNA testing). 

• Royal Canin was not receptive to requests, with freight costs to Zones 2/3 appearing to be the main 

issue of concern. Alternatives were being investigated such as delivery of products to the Durack 

office, with transport arranged to the Zones. 

• Cantilever structures - Senior Vice-President referred to the conceptual design drawings prepared to 

obtain costings. Discussion followed on the structure, sizing, ring coverage, installation, costs and the 

positives and cons of pursuing the cantilever option. It was agreed the Senior Vice-President proceed 

with the proposal and obtain full pricing for the cantilever structures and installation. 

 
REPORTS 

Office Reports 

Transaction Time Index – 25 September 2020 

KPI Measurements – 23 September 2020 

Complaints Report 

All reports were noted. 

 
Other Reports 

Communications Board Report September 2020 

Noted article in Saturday’s Courier Mail (24 October 2020), with matter to be discussed to ascertain possible 

response. 

 
Report on ANKC Board Meeting 

The Senior Vice-President provided an overview and discussion followed on the data project, issues identified 

including transfer of data, alignment of information and classes of memberships and need to ensure costs 

adhered to. The matter would be monitored and updates provided. 

 
OTHER AGENDA ITEMS 

Director vacancy 

Agreed to proceed with an appointment to fill the casual Director vacancy due to the resignation of Jeremy 

Cook, with Expressions of Interest (EOI’s) to be sought from members. Information provided is to indicate the 

casual Director vacancy is being filled due to the resignation of Jeremy Cook, the appointee will form part of 
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the cohort going through to the 2023 election, a fortnight will be provided to lodge any EOI’s and interested 

parties should set out details of their experience or the skills they can contribute to the Board. If a person is 

unsuccessful in the casual vacancy appointment, they will be able to nominate for a Director position as part of 

the usual election process. 

 
Poodle Registered Colours 

Noted and discussed, with the ‘red colour’ queried. 

 
Summer Heat Policy 

The Heat Policy was discussed, in particular the commencement time and need to offer flexibility rather than 

mandating a commencement time, with rules to be consistent and applied State wide. Noted email from 

General Manager (23 October 2020, ‘approval of 2020/2021 summer period Zone 3‘), with discussion on the 

reasonable timing of shows and duty of care considerations. Outcomes of work to be undertaken on identifying 

any inconsistencies between the Heat Policy and the Rules regarding ‘no refunds’ should shows be cancelled 

due to the heat yet to be confirmed. 

 
Noted shows were not usually held in North Queensland during the summer months due to climatic conditions 

(heat/humidity/rain/cyclones) but the unusual circumstances arising due to Covid meant Clubs were now eager 

to hold events where possible. Noted information may not have been passed on and there was the opportunity 

to correct the record and acknowledge the current tedious and difficult circumstances due to Covid. However, 

Clubs were required to have a Covid plan and procedures in place enable guidelines to be met (including an 

appointed Covid Coordinator). 

 
Agreed the North Queensland November show could proceed for 2020 only due to current Covid circumstances. 

However, the show must not start before 7pm and members are to cautioned to take care if travelling. 

 
Zone 3 Proposed Shows – Invitation for Zone 2/3 Trainees to November Show 

Discussed and agreed to proceed with inviting the Zones 2/3 Trainees to the Dogs Queensland November 2020 

show. 

 
Change to Partnership Rules 

Item carried over for discussion at the November 2020 Board meeting. 

 
Townsville City Council Update 

Update provided, noting substantial costs now imposed by the Townsville City Council with registration fees of 

$125 per dog imposed. Kennel approval fees were also required. 

 
ANKC Matters 

October 2020 ANKC Board Meeting – Agenda Item 7.1.3: Access to Agenda Documents – noted. 

 

ANKC – Electronic Motion 188 – Approval of National Agility Committee 2020 Meeting Minutes 

Noted, with the State representatives appointed to various Committees discussed. 

 
ANKC LTD – Notice of Special ANKC Ltd Board Meeting: 13 February 2021 

Noted and agreed to approve the National Review changes. 

 
ANKC – Dogs Older than 20 years – noted. 
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COMMITTEES 

Proposal from ADSS Committee – Anzac Day Show 

Discussed the proposal and work involved in organising and resourcing the event. It was agreed to approve the 

proposal for 2021 only provided the ADSS Committee partner with Dogs Queensland to conduct the Anzac Day 

Show. ADSS Committee is to resource the event with Dogs Queensland to provide managerial input. 

 
SHOW MATTERS, SHOW/TRIAL DATES AND CLUB MATTERS 

Show Dates 

Burnett Kennel Club Shows March 2021 

The request to move the Burnett Kennel Clubs Shows to March 2021 dates was declined as other events were 

already scheduled at this time. 

 
Club Matters 

LABDOC AGM and Reports 2020 

Discussed and agreed to accept the changes to the LABDOC Constitution. 

 
GROUNDS MATTERS 

Nil. 

 
NEW MEMBERS FOR APPROVAL 

New Members for Approval 

Details noted, with the Executive to meet with the General Manager to discuss the new member applications 

submitted, information required and to clarify the approval processes. 

 
LATE ITEMS AND GENERAL BUSINESS 

Waterloo Bay Kennel Club Proposed Show 

The Waterloo Bay Kennel Club proposal to hold an All Breeds Championship Show in conjunction with Dogs 

Queensland on Saturday 18 December 2020 was approved. 

 
Zone 2/3 Covid Plans 

Covid Coordinator Report 24/10/2020 

Matters discussed, including the upcoming proposed relaxation of Covid restrictions. Social distancing, contact 

tracing and cleaning requirements would remain and Covid Plans (modifications can be made in line with 

guidelines) and processes would still need to be followed including appointment of a Covid 

Coordinator/Controller. It was suggested Brookfield Show Society members may be interested in assisting. 

Tablets would be required to monitor people on grounds and it was noted Show Manager was working on a 

system whereby people can click themselves ‘out’ from events. 

 
Dogs Queensland Specialist Member List 

Item to be carried over for discussion at the November 2020 Board meeting. 

Election Offer 

Noted limits on number of words the candidates could submit and agreed to decline the offer. 

 
Other Business 

Agreed Daphne Sellwood be elevated to Trick Dog judge.     

Noted the driver course (Lure Coursing) was under development. 
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CLOSURE AND DATE OF NEXT MEETING 

The next Board meeting is to be held Monday, 23 November 2020 at 6pm at the Dogs Queensland offices at 

Durack and by Zoom teleconference. 


